Discover our feminine environment—Femme &

femme &

A new meeting place for women in La Presse+. A space for insights and inspiration that will make women shine from all these angles: style, ambition, courage, wellbeing, openness, curiosity.
Discover our family environment – NOUS

A new meeting place for parents in La Presse+. Full-time parents, taking care of our children and educating them is not an easy task. Each family is unique and even complex. Make way for inspiring content to equip and advise parents in their daily family life.
Santé! A positive and optimistic look at health and its many facets: prevention, awareness, outreach, solutions. Because taking care of your health is done on a daily basis and being informed is giving you the means to do so.
Discover our real estate environment—HABITAT

The environment for owners and future owners.

From mortgages to insurance, tips on buying and selling, advice on materials and portraits of people in the industry, HABITAT is a must in residential real estate.
Discover our home environment – AMBIANCE MAISON

Whether you’re looking to update your decor or embark on a major renovation project, discover a wealth of ideas and tips to make your day-to-day life sweeter.

From the latest trends in landscaping, to how to find the perfect rug, to tips for creating a timeless kitchen, find inspiration for every corner of your home!
Discover our boomers environment – 46-64

Each issue offers a time line that evokes the years marked by the baby boom, from 1946 to 1964.

Varied and interesting subjects are treated with refinement, that inform, enthuse and entertain readers.

Everything to please the boomers who live big.
Discover our ecolo environment – CONSOMMER MIEUX

consommer mieux

A practical and informative guide to making wise consumer choices. How can we consume responsibly, make healthy choices for ourselves and the planet? To what extent do our purchases have an impact on our immediate environment?
Discover our luxe environment – ÉDITION LIMITÉE

ÉDITION LIMITÉE

Luxury in all its forms.
A magazine that immerses you into the extraordinary, that makes you discover high-end or exclusive products distinguished by their impeccable aesthetics, design, or execution.

THE perfect fit to showcase that your brand is in a class of its own.
Published 6 times a year, the “Cap sur...” magazine will inspire our readers for their next travel destination.

Travel tips, must-sees of a region, hidden gems to discover, experiences to try once in a lifetime, itineraries: everything to help them choose their next destination and plan their stay.